Recent research activities relevant to high energy density physics (HEDP) driven by the heavy ion beam at the Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences are presented. Radiography of static objects with the fast extracted high energy carbon ion beam from the Cooling Storage Ring is discussed. Investigation of the low energy heavy ion beam and plasma interaction is reported. With HEDP research as one of the main goals, the project HIAF (High Intensity heavy-ion Accelerator Facility), proposed by the Institute of Modern Physics as the 12th five-year-plan of China, is introduced.
Introduction
High energy density (HED) is generally defined as a state with energy content above 10 11 J m −3 , or equivalently with pressure above 1 Mbar. HED states widely exist in the universe, for example the hydrogen in the core of the Sun or in the core of the Jupiter, the iron in the core of the Earth, the water in the core of Uranus, and so on. The creation of such an extreme state in the laboratory and the study of its properties is very challenging and of key importance in the areas of astrophysics, planetary sciences, geophysics, inertial fusion sciences and applications, and so on. In recent years, the primary emphasis in HED research has been given to the physical properties of warm dense matter (WDM), which is a special HED state typically with temperature of the order of eV and density of the order of solid density, ±2 magnitudes. In the WDM region, standard theoretical techniques break down, and experiments are badly needed.
As a potential driver for HED matter or inertial fusion energy (IFE), the heavy ion beam from an accelerator is unique, with the advantages of high repetition rate, large size of sample, homogeneous physical condition, good reproducibility and isometric heating of any target at high density, in addition to the ability to compress matter with a front/side shock at very low entropy. There are also some other important applications of ion accelerators in HED physics (HEDP) research, for example, in studying the atomic processes in plasma, in diagnostics of HED samples Correspondence to: Y. Zhao, Nanchang Road 509, Lanzhou 730000, China. Email: zhaoyt@impcas.ac.cn by methods of high energy proton/ion radiography and in fast ignition of a compressed fuel. Associated investigations have been pursued with increasing intensity by major accelerator laboratories and institutions in Europe, the USA, Russia, and Japan, where significant progress has been made during the last few decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IMP) also addresses key issues of HEDP research with the heavy ion beam at the Heavy Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou (HIRFL). In this paper, investigations of radiography by the fast extracted high energy carbon ion beam from the CSR (the Cooling Storage Ring) are introduced, studies on the interaction of a low energy heavy ion beam with plasma are discussed, the project HIAF (High Intensity heavy-ion Accelerator Facility), proposed by the IMP as the 12th five-year-plan of China, and the related parameters and proposals for HEDP research at HIAF are introduced. distance, high spatial resolution, large dynamic range and high sensitivity to the material density. Many successful experiments on high energy proton radiography have been performed in recent decades [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this section, recent results on high energy carbon beam radiography of static objects are introduced. Methods of both marginal range radiography and magnetic imaging lens radiography have been utilized. The difference of heavy ion radiography from proton radiography will be discussed.
The experiments were performed at the HIRFL, where beams of protons with a maximum energy of 2.8 GeV or carbon with a maximum energy of 1 GeV/u can be provided. Detailed introduction of the facilities has been reported elsewhere [10] . Figure 1 shows typical radiographic images of an IMP sign and a ballpoint pen, where the marginal range radiography method was used. Approximately 10 8 carbon ions with an energy of 240 MeV/u were extracted from the CSR at HIRFL in a fast extraction mode, with a pulse duration of about 650 ns. Very good spatial resolution was achieved in the experiment; for example, the diameter of the steel wire inside the ballpoint pen was 400 µm; the measurement from the radiographic experiment was 389 ± 21 µm.
Since the Bragg peak for heavy ions in matter is much sharper, and its transverse distribution at the range margin is much narrower than that for protons, better spatial and density resolution can be expected for heavy ion marginal radiography than for proton marginal radiography (for more details, see our previous report [18] ).
Radiography with magnetic imaging lenses has been tested at the CSR as well. Figure 2 shows the first radiographic image with a 600 MeV/u (7.2 GeV in total) carbon beam by utilizing a magnetic imaging lens system with magnifier of around 1:1. The beam intensity is approximately 5 × 10 9 with a pulse duration of about 500 ns. The static object is a piece of 10 mm thick aluminum plate with two parallel slits; each slit is 10 mm in length and 3 mm in width. Since the imaging lenses include two dipole magnets, a bright spot on the left-hand side of the image of the slits was formed by the ions passing through the thick plate. It is calculated that the spatial resolution of the radiographic image was about 65 µm [19] .
As we know that the principle of magnetic imaging radiography is very similar to transmission electron microscopy (TEM), magnetic imaging lenses in the system can overcome the scattering blur, while a collimator in between the magnets can optimize the contrast. The total momentum and its dispersion, together with the magnifier of the imaging system, may influence the spatial resolution as well. In general, the spatial resolution can be described as following
where L c , φ, and p/ p are the chromatic length, the scattering angle, and the momentum dispersion of the beam after transmitting the object, respectively. It is always emphasized that a better resolution could be expected by increasing the momentum (or energy) of the particles, since a higher particle energy may cause less scattering blur, lower momentum dispersion and lower chromatic aberration. By increasing the particle mass (with the same projectile velocity), the same effects (less scattering blur, and so on) can be expected as well; in other words, high energy heavy ion radiography may have a better resolution than proton radiography, if the fragmentation influence and other effects are not taken into account. Moreover, heavy ions always have a much higher energy deposition, so that less beam intensity is required to produce a similarly bright image on the screen, compared with protons.
Interaction of a low energy heavy ion beam with plasma
Investigation of the interaction processes of ion beams with plasma has attracted a lot of attention during recent decades. The motivations are mainly as follows: (1) the most important processes in heavy-ion-driven HED and in the burning of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) fuel; (2) plasma devices could serve as important accelerator equipment to focus an ion beam (so-called plasma lens) and/or to strip an ion beam (so-called plasma stripper) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Apart from these applications, such research is also an important fundamental topic in understanding the atomic processes in plasma, such as the di-electron recombination process, the free electron capture process, the effective charge in the Coulomb interaction process, and so on.
As has been shown in previous experiments, the stopping power of ionized matter is increased compared with that of cold, non-ionized matter. Enhancement factors of the order of 2-3 have been observed at high projectile energies (E ∼ MeV/u), depending on the projectile ion species and the free electron density of the plasma [21, 22] . This effect is especially pronounced at lower ion energies (E ∼ keV/u), where an enhancement factor of up to 35 has been observed [23] . Due to the strong nonlinear effects and their special importance in ICF research, more and more emphasis has been given to investigations of ion beams in the low energy range and/or of plasma with high intensity [18, [24] [25] [26] . In this section, the recent progress in research on low energy ion interaction with plasma is briefly introduced.
As shown in Figure 3 , an experimental terminal for studies of low energy ion and plasma interaction has been set up on the High Voltage Electronic Cyclotron Resonance ion source (HV-ECR) platform at the IMP. The platform can provide both proton and heavy ion beams with intensity of the order of tens to several thousands of enA, and with energy up to 320 * q keV (q is the charge state of the ions). The energy resolution of the 45 • bending magnet is around 1%, depending on the beam size and the beam divergence.
A gas discharging plasma device, as shown in Figure 4 , can generate plasma by igniting an electric discharge in two collinear quartz tubes, and then produce fully ionized hydrogen plasma with a free electron density of 10 16 -10 17 cm −3 and with a temperature of 1-2 eV. The capacitor bank of about 3 µF, discharging at a voltage of up to 5 kV, produces the electrical current going in two opposite directions in either of the two quartz tubes. Such a design of the plasma target is able to suppress the accelerating effect caused by the electric field between the anode and cathodes. Detailed information about the experimental setup and the test results, as well as some simulation results on beam transportation, can be found in previous reports [18, 20] .
High Intensity heavy-ion Accelerator Facility (HIAF)
After successful construction of the CSR at HIRFL, a large scale scientific research platform, named the HIAF, was proposed in light of the trend and development in nuclear physics and the associated high energy heavy ion research fields. The proposed platform will be one of the projects for basic sciences and technologies as the 12th five-yearplan in China; it will be a laboratory open to the outside world, similar to CSR which was built as the 9th fiveyear-plan in China. The main goals of this platform are the following: (1) exploration of the effective interactions inside nuclei and the formation of elements heavier than iron in the universe, and other fields related to nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics; (2) investigation of HEDP and the basic techniques for ICF driven by an intense heavy ion beam; (3) development of the biology and material sciences related to particle irradiation, and so on.
The HIAF complex, as shown in Figure 5 , includes a superconductive electronic cyclotron resonance (SECR) ion source, an ion linear accelerator (i-Linac), a booster ring (BRing), a spectrometer ring (SRing), a compression ring (CRing) and about eight experimental terminals; the beam lines or terminals marked in gray in the figure are currently not included in the first stage of the HIAF project. The HIAF will be capable of accelerating ions ranging from proton to uranium, for example, 9.3 GeV protons with an intensity of 1 × 10 12 ppp (particles per pulse) or 800 MeV/u U 34+ with an intensity of 5 × 10 11 can be extracted from the BRing, while 12 GeV protons with an intensity of 2 × 10 12 ppp or 1.1 GeV/u U 34+ with an intensity of 1 × 10 12 can be extracted from the CRing.
Since both the BRing and the CRing can produce high energy and high intensity ion beams, two terminals for HEDP research were proposed at the HIAF, one for crossing (T1) and the other for colliding (T2) of the beams from the BRing and the CRing in the target area. Due to budget limitations and technical challenges, only T1 is included in the first stage of the HIAF project, where HED matter will be produced by the beam from the CRing and diagnosed by the proton radiographic beam from the BRing. High energy electron radiography was proposed to be utilized in the HEDP experiments at the HIAF [27, 28] .
Compared with FAIR (Facility for Anti-proton and Ion Research), the power of the final beam for driving a HED sample at the HIAF will be improved due to the advanced design, in particular in the following aspects: (1) the higher energy of the beam from the Linac and the booster ring (serving as injectors) will ensure a higher space charge limit; (2) the larger acceptance of the booster ring will ensure a higher intensity of the injection beam; (3) the powerful electron cooler in the CRing will ensure better focusing and better compression. The key parameters related to HEDP research at the HIAF and other advanced heavy ion drivers are listed in Table 1 , where E 0 , N , E total , S f , t, and E ρ are the particle energy, the beam intensity (in units of ppp), the total beam energy per pulse, the FWHM of the beam spot, the pulse duration, and the energy density in a lead target, respectively [2] [3] [4] .
The main topics of HEDP@HIAF will include, for example, the properties of WDM and the related hydrodynamic instabilities, plenary sciences, beam-plasma interaction, fast flyers driven by an intense ion beam, target physics associated with ICF and the related accelerator physics and technologies. The HIAF is a laboratory open to the outside world; worldwide proposals are welcome.
